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Finally, because the F’OMC does not make its objectives explicit,
the interpretation of changes in its policy instrument, the funds rate,
is ambiguous. In its discussions, the FOMC does not distinguish
between (a) changes in the funds rate undertaken to eliminate a
discrepancq between actual real growth (or inflation) and its implicit
objective for real growth (oi’inflation) and(b) changes in the funds



on real growth initially, and only later on inflation. For example, in
discussing a transition to pricestability, Chairman Greenspan (l989c,
p. 797) stated:

Daaring timis transition period, growth would be reduced for a while
from what it otherwise would have been. Because price-setting
behavior inommreeonomyhas considerable rnornentum,thme requisite



economy would always lurch between inflation and deflation. We
also assume that fluctuations in aggregate output arise more often
from disturbances to the amount of goods the public attempts to

acquire, rather than the amount of goods it attempts to supply.

The Fed’s own description of the way it changes the funds rate
is summarized in the phrase “lean against the wind.” That is, the
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funds rate lag behind changes in the growth rate of real GNP. Begin-
ning in the early 1960s, the FOMC imparted inertia to the funds rate
by raising it onlywell into periods of economic recovery. Similarly, it
imparted inertia to the funds rate by lowering it only well into periods
of economic weakness. As a consequence ofthis inertia, the behavior
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decline in predicted nominal GNP growth reflects policy-altering
behavior. The thrust of monetary policy became restrictive toward
the end of 1988.

Humphrey-Hawkins Testimony
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br misses oi nominal UINt’ growm trom me VUMU 5 intermecnare
target for nominal GNP growth and are plotted along with changes
in the funds rate. Changes in the funds rate that correlate positively
with these misses are assumed to be policy-maintaining changes in
the hinds rate. Other behavior of the funds rate is assumed to be
policy altering. For example, policy-altering changes in the funds
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than retail certincates 01 deposit, onmy smuggisnmy in response to
changes in market rates. As a consequence, when market rates rise,
the cost of holdimmg M2 rises, individuals move out of M2 into other
liabilities like large cem-tificates of deposit, and the rate of growth of
M2 falls. It follows that strength in economic activity is initially
associated with a reduction in M2 growth and, conversely, weakness



In 1986, the FOMC intended for monetary policy to produce a
moderately stimulative impact on the economy. The midpoint of the
FOMC’s central tendency for real GNP growth, announced by the
chairman in his February 1986 Flumphrey-Ilawkins testimony, was
3.25 percent. Chairman Volcker (Board Annual Report 1986, p. 36)
testified: “The expanding job opportunities associated with the
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under Chairman Volcker, discussion at FOMC meetings was in fact
limited to the choice of a borrowed reserves target. The Board of
Governors, however, sets the discount rate. The Board, therefore,
can move the funds rate independently of the actions of the FOMC.
The “Records” fur 1986 indicate that the entire FOMC, which
includes reirional bank nresidents. had a cautious attitude toward



comprehensive indicatom of the behavior of real CNP. On Febru-
ary 7, the employment figure had registered a gain of 566,000, the
largest gain in the decade of the 1980s. The average employment
gain in the previous three months of2lO,000 indicated steady growth
in the economy. On March 6, however, the Board voted to reduce the
discount i-ate by ‘/opcrcentage point. The reductioncarried through to



of inflation had begun to rise. This behavior of inflation made it
difficult for the Fed to make its policy of reducing inflation credible.
The bond markets in particular were sensitive to signs of increasing
inflation, As a consequence, when economic activity weakened, the
FOMC was reluctant to lower the funds rate. It feared that reductions
in thc’ Linrlc roto ‘uoii lii icon in. inrrpo~c”z in bond rotp’o The rpqiiitino



Immediately after tIme crash, in a telephone conference, the FOMC
lowered the hinds rate to 6.75 percent from about 7.5 percent.

1988: Surprising Economic Strength

Instead of faltering after the October stock market crash, the econ-



to lower the rate of inflation without a recession by keeping the rate
of growth of real GNP somewhat below its long-run trend. This
strategy can be summarized using the model of the first part of the
paper. The FOMC tmied to reduce inflation through a moderate
reduction in the rate of growth of nominal GNP, its intermediate
target. The reduction in nominal GNP growth would reduce the rate



lineal ~~owth of 2.5 percent implk’datargs for growth in nonilnal
GNP of 7 percent for 1989. The latter figure is the midpoint of the
FOMC’s central tendency projection of GNP growth.

The desire by the Fed to lower the rate of inflation led to policy-
altering behavior ofthe funds rate in early 1989. When the real sector
strenuthenecl in snrimw 19MM the FOMC her’an to raise the funds
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At its March 27 meeting, the FOMC was still concentrating on infla-
tion (Board Annual Report 1990, pp. 104, 105):

The members viewed sustained growth in business activity as a
reasonable expectation for the next several quarters [T]he pros-
pects for inflation remained the most disturbing aspect of the eco-
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One can argue that the Fed’s soft-landing strategy failed because
‘]f bad luck. In the winter of 1989—90, poor weather augmented
[nflatioim by pushing up food and energy prices. Overbuilding in
commercial real estate arid weakness in hank capital caused a general
:iizhtcnina of credit standards. Finally, the sham rise in oil nrices



a tairly stable value. the Fed encounters clitliculty, however, when
it attempts to alter the rate of growth of nominal expenditure.
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difkrently during the 1980s, short of recession, to slow inflation?
The answer niay be that the unemployment rate was pushed below
time natural i-ate.

No Simple Solution for Monetary Policy


